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Objective/Learning Target: 
I can practice making predictions and support my thinking 

with evidence from the text. 



Warm up
Sometimes it’s easy to make predictions. For example, what 
color box would come next?

  _____ ?  

Why?



Warm up
Sometimes it’s easy to make predictions. For example, what 
color box would come next?

  _____ ? did you predict black?

Why?  Black would be a great prediction because it would 
follow a set pattern, black-grey-grey, black-grey-grey
Some predictions follow an expected pattern based on what you 
see and hear



Learn
When you predict while reading or watching something, 
you look for clues.  A clue might be one of the following:

● Something an author has said before.
● The author mentions a seemingly important detail.
● In a video, the music might give you a clue.
● Maybe a character has a particular habit to help you 

predict
● Maybe a location is important
● Is there an item or saying that keeps recurring?



Practice

On the next few slides you will watch two movie 
trailers for a film called Mary Poppins. After 
each clip, practice your predicting skills using 
only the information from the specific clip.

Based on what you see and hear, it will look like 
you may be seeing two different movies.  Keep 
your evidence in your answers  to the current 
clip you are watching.

You may want to create 
a chart on your paper 
like the one on the next 
slide to help you think 
about the differences 
in the two clips.



     QUESTIONS CLIP A CLIP B
What type of movie does this seem to be?

What will it be about?

What types of events might you see?

Who are the main characters?

What colors are in the previews?

What is the music like in the preview?

What details caught your attention?



CLIP A

Watch this clip for Mary Poppins 
clip A and answer the 
questions for it on your chart.

PRACTICE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2T5_0AGdFic


CLIP A

Watch this clip for Mary Poppins 
clip B and answer the 
questions for it on your chart.

PRACTICE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfkEQDPlb8g


Answers:  
Your answers may vary, these are examples.

Questions Clip A Clip B

What type of movie does this seem to be?   This looks like a scary This looks like a happy film

What will it be about? It may be about a scary witch 
in the home

It is a Disney movie about a magical 
nanny

What types of events might you see?  Things fall and people get 
sucked up a fireplace

A pretty nanny who makes everything 
fun and happy

 Who are the main characters? Mary Poppins and two children. Mary Poppins and the children and 
family

What colors are in the previews? Dark, shadowy colors Bright colors, lots of light

What is the music like in the preview? Scary music, low sounds Happy songs and music

What details caught your attention? Various/personal Various/personal



Additional Resources
Below are a couple of other movie trailers for the 
same film. Try again predicting what the movie might 
be like from the clips of Willy Wonka.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9Cby33ZR98
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cBja3AbahY

